
Spherical Geometry - Part II

Construction on the Sphere

Stepl

Step 2
Step 3

Draw two d~fferent points on your sphere. Label them A and B.

Pick either dfthe two ruled edges of your spherical ruler and align it with your two points.

Draw the IJe that connects A and B along the spherical ruler and extend it as far as possible
in both directions.

Investigate:

1. You have just created a great circle on a sphere. How is the radius of the great circle related to
the radius of the sphere? .~

Great circles are the "lines" on a sphere.

2. A. Into how many arcs (sections) do points A and B divide your great circle? _

B. How many of these arcs are finite? __ -..::d--- _
C. How many are infinitely long? 0 _

3. A. How many great circles can you draw through two points on a sphere? CfVt.-L-/

B. Is your answer true for any two points on a sphere? (think of the North and South Pole on the
globe. POinr such as these are called polar points.) /lVC!'

More Construction

Step 5 Shift the spherical ruler and draw another "line" or great circle.

Investigate I

5. When two great circles intersect, in how many points do they intersect? ~

6. Can you rotate or shift the spherical ruler and draw a great circle that is parallel to the great circle
that goes through points A and B? ~



Construction

Polygons on a Sphere

Step 1 Draw a great circle where the equator would be on the globe.

Step 2 Draw a great circle going through the North and South Poles.

Step 3 Rotate the sp~erica1 ruler to draw another great circle through the North and South Poles.

Investigate

1. What size angle is formed where the "North-South" great circle intersects the "equator"?

2. When two "lipes" (great circles) on a sphere are perpendicular, how many right angles are
formed? _.....;tJ=--_

Loc~te a triangle that you have created. Do the measures of the 3 angles add up to 180°? ~

Is it possible to iW a triangle on a sphere that has 2 right angles? ~

Is it possible to draw a triangle on a sphere that has 3 right angles? ~

On a plane, the fewest number of sides that a polygon can have is three. You have already made a
polygon with three sides on the sphere. Can you make a polygon on the sphere with only two
sides? ~ ,
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